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CISSP Practice Exams, Third Edition
Synopsis

Don’t Let the Real Test Be Your First Test! Fully updated throughout and featuring new question types, this self-study tool contains more than 1250 realistic practice exam questions covering all 10 CISSP exam domains developed by the International Information Systems Security Certification Consortium (ISC)². To aid in your understanding of the material, in-depth explanations of both the correct and incorrect answers are provided for every question. Designed to help you pass the exam, this is the perfect companion to CISSP All-in-One Exam Guide. Covers all 10 CISSP domains: Information security governance and risk management, Access control, Security architecture and design, Physical (environmental) security, Telecommunications and network security, Cryptography, Business continuity and disaster recovery planning, Legal, regulations, investigations, and compliance, Software development security, Operations security. Electronic content includes: Test engine that provides full-length practice exams and customized quizzes by exam domains, 1000+ multiple-choice practice exam questions, NEW hotspot and drag & drop practice exam questions, 30 hours of audio training, PDF copy of the book.
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Great book with good questions. Using the digital tests I got from the E-book, I was able to take and pass the CISSP. One handy thing about it was that the new format questions were included as well, so I was able to see what those were like before I took the test. Oh and when taking the test, take a time out in the middle for a nice bag lunch (packed with love of course) and a short nap. Your mind really will be refreshed after that, it seriously helps.

This is NOT about the content. To "take" the quizzes or exams (1-10) you have to connect to a server. In my browser - I had to enable flash, enable javascript ... and I am still having difficulty - because I get popups Norton? that javascript is dangerous and prevents it from running. Why would any security exam require you to enable javascript and flash in your browser? I though everything was self contained in the DVD.

Took the New 2015 exam and passed. The questions in this book are great as well as the online engine. This is a good base for the exam. However None of the questions from the book or the online test engine or the other materials I have used for practice were on the exam, however focus on the explanations given with the answers, they are a good base for cementing the concepts. for pointers for all who are planning to do the exam. Read the official CBK2 4th edition book as well as watch videos on the domains. The old Videos for the old exam are just as good as the new ones. Most importantly cover the material and understand it.

Not recommended for the new CISSP exam. I took the test today and I passed it. However, I found the practice exams on this book to be totally irrelevant.

I love this book! Excellent practice exams and not only does it tell you the answers to the questions, it gives you an explanation of why that answer is correct and why the others are incorrect. Excellent learning tool.

Material is great (test questions in book and on CD/DVD. BUT there are too many errors for a big time publisher like McGraw-Hill. Wait for the next print release that has corrections completed. For example, Page 12, answers 26-28 do not match the expanded answers on pages 36-38. Also, CD/DVD quiz Access Control-P2 Question 52 has typos and incorrect information. TACACS+ not TACAS+. I'm sure that RADIUS is old and uses UDP and TACACS+ is TCP...look at the answer, first sentence says TCP and last sentence says UDP. I'm very new to CISSP and want a resource
with better technical editing than McGraw-Hill’s first attempt.

This is excellent book :) Its copyrighted 2015, however it maybe little outdated because SC2 has changed the Domains from 10 to 8. I am still recommending this book because its has very good questions and answers.

Very well written. The question posed in the book get you into the mode of answering questions that are lengthy and based on scenarios security professionals face daily. Excellent practice questions, however you should not expect these exact questions to be on the exam. The questions in this publication also throughly examine your knowledge of the specific domain.
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